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ABOUT
Over the past 10 years, the CMO Council has been at the 
forefront of global knowledge transfer on strategic marketing 
topics and has built a formidable channel of insight, access, 
and influence. Its 10,500-plus members in more than 110 
countries control more than $500 billion in annual marketing 
spend. The CMO Council’s websites attract more than 
30,000 page views per month, and the monthly Marketing 
Magnified eJournal reaches more than 10,000 subscribers 
worldwide. An additional 60,000 marketers, academics, 
and advertising professionals access CMO Council content 
to remain up-to-date on marketing news and trends.

PeerSphere is designed to offer advertisers—particularly 
marketing solution and service providers, media companies, 
advertising networks, event producers, vendors of tools and 
technologies, as well as consultants—a fresh and engaging 
avenue of access to the CMO Council’s global peer-powered 
network. With dedicated advisory boards and chapters in 
North America, Europe, Middle East, Africa, India, Asia 
Pacific, and Latin America, the CMO Council is the pre-
eminent authority on global marketing shifts, complexities, 
developments, innovations, and best practices worldwide. 

For more information about advertising and multi-channel 
engagement programs with PeerSphere, the CMO Council 
Journal, please contact Bryan DeRose of the CMO Council 
at bderose@cmocouncil.org or 408.677.5330.

With more than 
60,000 marketers in 
its global database and 
a wealth of thought 
leadership content, 
the Chief Marketing 
Officer (CMO) Council 
offers PeerSphere as a 
pithy, provocative, and 
personality-centered 
marketing journal for 
CMOs that is published 
in a dynamic digital 
media format on a 
quarterly basis.
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generated around that activity. In reality, 
organizations need to develop a culture of 
viewing content as data because unless 
you know what data resides within your 
content, you won’t be able to get data out 
of that content to better predict behaviors.

Perception 3: Central IT wastes too much 
time arguing about the business, so 
marketing brings in its own tech people 
who already speak the same business 
language. Many times, marketing and 
IT become frustrated when trying to get 
each other to view the business through 
their own lenses. As a result, marketing 
will bring its own technical staff within 
the marketing organization as shadow IT 
rather than working to better understand 
the business from IT’s perspective. 
According to Cutitta, however, IT has 
begun doing the same—bringing in 
shadow marketing personnel to build the 
brand openly under the IT umbrella.  
 

Perception 4: IT feels entitled to run 
big data and the data science strategy 
simply because they grew up as 
stewards of data processing, database 
management and business intelligence. 
Data is critical to businesses today, and 
because of that, it is becoming more 
and more difficult to determine who 
should own it within an organization, 
particularly as many businesses are going 
through the process of centralizing it. 
As a result, the need for data scientists 
who can understand how to analyze the 
data and what it means is growing as 
well. According to Cutitta, data scientists 
aren’t simply data analysts; they are 
psychologists and sociologists as well. 
They don’t necessarily fit completely 
within marketing or IT, but they do have 
the ability to socialize the data in a way 
that allows them to tell the brand’s story 
based on generational aspects of the 
audience and the channel being used. This 
storytelling can help build affinity among 
customers, ultimately translating into 
greater customer loyalty. 
 

Perception 5: Central IT is under the 
illusion that marketing and other lines 
of business have no sense of a need for 
data security and privacy. Marketing 
is notorious for sending spam emails, 
which increase the risk of individuals 
unsubscribing from a company’s 
communications. However, the value of 

What is the single biggest business impact you’re seeing from the digital 
disruption within the healthcare industry?

The healthcare industry has been struggling with understanding how to deal 
with consumers individually and how to engage them where they want to be 
engaged—not just when signing up for health care. We recently launched our 
mobile application, and we’re moving toward better understanding the consumer 
and mining data so that we put information in consumers’ hands that they 
want. For us, the big challenge is getting out there, understanding the consumer, 
determining the products and services that they are looking for, and figuring out 
the best way to bring those to market.

When you have conversations with your CMO at Blue Shield, how frequently do 
they occur, and what are the objectives of these conversations?

We meet every day because I am trying to understand where marketing is coming 
from and to learn more about the consumer. We talk about our overall digital and 
data strategies because you have to couple that with your business strategy. At 
the end of the day, it’s about bringing the proper services to the customer, and we 
have an essential growth map outlining what we’re going to do, how we’re going 
to communicate and how we’re going to use data to provide the right information 
to our customers.

What advice would you give to your colleagues about how to get more value 
from the marketing/IT partnership?

First of all, having a relationship between these two functions is paramount. 
Second, you have to create a map for what you want to do and find your way. If 
you don’t understand what you’re doing or what you’re working toward, what’s 
the point? That’s really how you drive value. To simplify: agree on shared values, 
create a common goal and develop one vision for how to achieve it.

Insights from the Panel: 
cMo Vs. cIo

cio Q&A: MichAEl MAtthiAS, SENior VicE PrESidENt 

ANd cio, BluE ShiEld of cAliforNiA

M
ichael Matthias joined Blue Shield 
of California in January 2013 as 
Senior Vice President and Chief 
Information Officer. Matthias 

directs the company’s technology strategy 
and operations and oversees Blue Shield’s 
significant technology investments. He brings 
more than 25 years of industry experience 
to Blue Shield. Prior to joining the company, 
Matthias spent 16 years at Aetna, first as 
Chief Technology Officer and then as CIO, 
directing the company’s information delivery 
systems and long-term technology strategy. 
He also worked for U.S. HealthCare, UBS and 
Educational Testing Services.

Bio
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ON CRM.

INTRODUCING BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

THAT CHANGES THE GAME.
Big data meet smaller footprint – and faster implementation with less burden on your staff. The all-new Business 

Development technology from Thomson Reuters Elite™ has you up and running in weeks, not months. It uncovers 

and de-dupes data automatically. Provides detailed company information. And delivers 3-5 times more contacts, 

plus tells you who knows whom. It’s a paradigm-shifting approach to CRM, driven by world-class innovation and 

Thomson Reuters datastreams that deliver deeper client insights. The game has changed.

See a mobile interactive preview; 
scan code with your smartphone.

©2013 Thomson Reuters  L-385653/8-13   

Thomson Reuters and the Kinesis logo are trademarks of Thomson Reuters.

DISCOVER A BETTER WAY AT ELITE.COM/GETREAL
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President of VisionEdge Marketing, Inc.

BY

Laura Patterson

bEst-iN-ClAss

sErvE As vAluE CrEAtors
MArkEtErs

According to the findings from this year’s 
13th annual “Marketing Performance 
Management (MPM) Study,” conducted 
by VisionEdge Marketing and Information 
Technology Services Marketing Association 
(ITSMA), only one in four marketers has 
reached this critical point in the marketing 
performance journey, regardless of 
industry, region or company size.  

(See Figure 1)

These “A” or best-in-class marketers 
have cracked the code when it comes to 
the ability to demonstrate their value, 
impact and contribution to the C-suite. 
Unfortunately, the percentage of marketers 
focused on creating value for customers 
and shareholders has remained unchanged 
since VisionEdge Marketing began the 
study in 2001. If these marketers are  
value creators, then what characterizes  
the rest of the pack?  

(See Figure 2)

Marketers earning a “B” are the sales 
enablers. This is the marketing team that 
has focused their proficiency on demand 
generation. That’s not to say that the As 
aren’t filling the pipeline; they do that and 
more. The As serve a strategic role when 
it comes to the market, customers and 
products. While the Bs track qualified leads 
and conversion rates, the As are thinking 
about market share, customer value and 
innovation. The laggards—the marketers 

As the pace of marketing 
transformation accelerates, 
marketers are tackling the 
hardest task of all: seizing 
the role of value creator.  

receiving the “C” and “D” grades—are the 
teams that serve as campaign producers. 
This group is the service station, a 1-800 
marketing crew that knows how to turn 
on a dime to meet the never-ending 
stream of requests for events, content and 
campaigns.  

It is hard work to become a value creator. 
There are no magic pills or silver bullets, 
so is it worth the effort? Yes, it’s worth 
the effort on both the professional and 
business fronts. Organizations with “A” 
marketers experience superior customer 
value and business growth, and their 
customer acquisition, share of wallet, win 
rates and sales pipeline value are all better. 

(See Figure 3)

What we’ve learned from this exceptional 
group can help every marketer address the 
marketing effectiveness challenge. And 
what we know from this year’s study is 
that 85 percent of this year’s nearly 400 
participants are feeling increased pressure 
to prove the value of marketing.  

(See Figure 4) 
 
Marketers set on mastering performance 
management face several challenges, 
particularly when it comes to collecting, 
managing and analyzing data; using data 
to link marketing activity to business 
outcomes; and selecting the right metrics. 

(See Figure 5) 
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FORMAT/SIZE
- Interactive digital design 
- 40 pages
- Four-color
- Elegant, innovative design
- Design Program: Adobe InDesign dynamic publishing platform
- Flip-view software provided by Uberflip

CIRCULATION
The publication is distributed to more than 10,500+ senior 
marketers in the CMO Council membership. Email offers are 
sent to 60,000 additional marketers. The publication is also 
available to corporate marketing groups, universities/business 
schools, marketing institutes, libraries, associations, agencies, 
individuals, etc.

REGULAR FEATURES INCLUDE:
- Punchline: A punchy, pertinent, pithy, and provocative   
 introduction that highlights key features and recent 
 developments in the field
- Features: In-depth articles about some of the most important  
 global trends, developments, and events that have marketing  
 implications and reverberations
- Get to Know a CMO: A profile of a prominent CMO that  
 reviews their lifetime experience, on-the-job challenges, and  
 how they are guiding, directing and leading their marketing  
 teams to achieve greater performance and productivity
- Report Roundup: Highlights from new research, thought  
 leadership studies and surveys
- Localize to Globalize: Views from regional marketers and  
 CMOs challenged by the “race to project a global face” and  
 how they are modifying, adapting, customizing, and   
 translating products, programs, campaign themes, as well as  
 brand images and assets
- Extracts + Abstracts: Content selections from new books,  
 journals, and publications that have caught the eye of CMO  
 Council members worldwide
- Situation Central: A look into brand-related failures, incidents,  
 and issues and how CMOs responded to these operational  
 compromises, business trust situations and reputation   
 management challenges
- Innovation From Automation: Where and how CMOs and CIOs  
 are embracing technology and teaming to transform   
 processes, gratify and monetize customers, differentiate  
 brands, improve effectiveness, and deliver frictionless   
 commerce
- Digital Discourse: Digital strategies, campaigns, and solutions  
 that are transforming and broadening the world of marketing
- Talent Talk: Expert advice from talent performance   
 professionals and recruiters aimed at helping CMOs attract,  
 develop and retain top-producing professionals across all areas 
 of the marketing mix

Webinars, webcasts, 
co-authored white 
paper syndication, and 
dinner dialogues are also 
available. Contact Bryan 
DeRose for details.

Full-page 
four-color ad: 
$2,500

Half-page 
four-color ad: 
$1,750

PUBLICATION Specifications

ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 
ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES, 
PLEASE CONTACT BRYAN DEROSE AT 
BDEROSE@CMOCOUNCIL.ORG  
OR 408.677.5330.
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BREAKDOWN

Membership Titles

Membership Size (by Corporate Revenue)

Industry Representation

North America

Europe

Asia-Pacific 

Africa

Middle East

India

Latin America

Technology

Financial Services

CPG 

Retail

Automotive

Oil/Gas/Energy

Travel/Hospitality

Publishing/Media

Transportation

Entertainment

Professional Services

Other

3,950 members
1,115 members
1,205 members

695 members
410 members
510 members
190 members

14%
10%
18%
17%
18%
14%
9%

17%
11%
11%
9%
8%
4%
9%
9%
4%
8%
7%
3%

Membership (by Region)

Chief Marketing Officer

SVP/EVP of Marketing

Head of Marketing

VP of Marketing

Sr. Director/
Director

  35%

  30%

  15%

  12%

  8%

$0-50 million

$50-100 million

$100-500 million 

$500M-1 billion

$1-5 billion

$5-10 billion

$10 billion +


